RECRUITMENT CASE STUDY

Commercial Manager France, focused on PP and PE markets.
Chemieuro is an international chemical distribution
business. Working with both Corporate organisations
and SME’s, they drive to provide customers with
innovative solutions to their problems by understanding
their individual needs.

Whilst exceeding expectations through the supply of high-quality materials and an excellent
logistics network, Chemieuro recognized the importance of offering new products and
exploring new markets. As a result, Listgrove was engaged to recruit a Commercial Manager
focusing on PP and PE markets, servicing new and existing accounts and developing the
company's presence in France.
Listgrove was able to fully comprehend the ideal candidate profile and the brief’s key
requirements and objectives. Following a detailed review and provision of all necessary
documents, Listgrove identified a selection of profiles from which the final candidate was
appointed.

To learn more about how Listgrove can aid your recruitment needs please contact:

“Listgrove is an expert in their field and it has
been a pleasure to work with them in the
recruitment of a Commercial Manager based in
France. Jason Hutchison kept in constant contact
with me throughout the process and has shown
an in depth understanding of our needs."

“I would like to take the chance to warmly thank
Listgrove. The process was clearly explained and
the follow up made in a timely manner. You were
determined to find me a role and very aware of
my professional background.”

Client testimonial – Styrenics Business Director

Candidate testimonial

Jason has operated in a commercial role for in excess of 15 years and is excellent
in all aspects of customer care, business development and project management.
His thorough approach has enabled success in appointing highly skilled
individuals in Europe and North America. Whilst he has supported clients in most
industrial sectors, he has enjoyed particular success across plastic processing,
equipment and tooling.

ryan.kirby@listgrove.com

+44 (0) 1789 207070
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